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Executive Summary
The project developed a database and a suite of visualization tools to support the analysis of
information from approximately 1,000 aquifer tests and 4,000 public water supply (PWS) wells
located in Groundwater Management Area 8 (GMA 8). The project was funded as part of the
TWDB’s groundwater availability program. Groundwater availability models (GAMs) are
important tools for groundwater conservation districts and regional water planning groups for
evaluating water management strategies and assessing present and future groundwater
availability trends.
The project information was obtained from the Texas Commission of Environmental Quality
(TCEQ) Public Water Supply (PWS) Program. The scanned well information includes more
than 100,000 scanned pages, which were assembled into seven PDF document types. The
document types include driller logs, well construction sheets borehole lithology, aquifer test
results, laboratory reports of water quality, and geophysical logs. From the PDFs of the aquifer
test results, text files of the tabulated pumping rates and drawdown values were generated for
over 900 PWS wells.
To facilitate the analysis of the project information, the project deliverables include a
geodatabase, visualization tools, and analysis tools that produces charts that can be imported into
ArcMap. The visualization tool works within ArcMap and can be used to view the PDF
documents as well as charts generated by the analysis tools. The analysis tools work outside of
ArcMap and provide the capability to develop charts showing well construction, lithology, layers
in groundwater models, and measured drawdowns from aquifer tests.
The project deliverables include a hard drive containing the PDF files, the aquifer test data files,
visualization tools and the analysis tools. Appendices A and B provide the instructions for
installing and configuring the project files.
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1.0 Introduction
This section describes the Texas Water Develop Board (TWDB) Groundwater Availability
Modeling program, the project objective, and the project data.

1.1

Groundwater Availability Models (GAMs)

Recognizing the importance of accurate groundwater availability estimates, the 76th Texas
Legislature approved initial funding for the Groundwater Availability Modeling program. The
program’s goal is to provide useful and timely information for determining groundwater
availability for the citizens of Texas. The Groundwater Availability Modeling program produces
standardized, thoroughly documented, and publicly available groundwater models. These
models are important tools for groundwater conservation districts and regional water planning
groups in evaluating water management strategies and assessing present and future groundwater
availability trends under normal and drought conditions.
In 2005, House Bill 1763 mandated that groundwater conservation districts evaluate and develop
desired future conditions for aquifers within their groundwater management areas. In response
to the implementation of House Bill 1763, which subtly changed the purpose of the modeling
program, the TWDB began modifying GAMs so that they are better suited for predicting
groundwater flow within groundwater management areas (GMAs).
The TWDB GAM program aims to produce state-of-the art models that represent the best
science available for predicting groundwater-level response to future changes in pumping and
climatic conditions. The GAM program considers groundwater models to be dynamic works,
with planned updates as new information and technologies become available. As part of a
continuing effort to improve the GAM for GMA 8, the TWDB has identified the potential
benefits yielded by the analysis of the aquifer test, lithology, and related hydrogeological data
assembled by the Public Water Supply (PWS) program at the Texas Commission of
Environmental Quality.

1.2

Project Objective

A primary project objective is to develop a database and a suite of visualization tools that
supports the analysis of aquifer tests and related information from PWS wells located in GMA 8.
The project database and the suite of visualization tools provides the opportunity for TWDB staff
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and other hydrogeologists to readily analyze PWS aquifer test information, to calculate aquifer
parameters at specific well locations, and to investigate the relationship between lithology and
transmissivity. Quantification of this relationship can help provide estimates of the hydraulic
conductivity of lithologic units, such a sand or limestone, associated with a specific model layer
and/or model region. Example applications of approaches for estimating this relationships are
described by Deeds and others (2010) for the Yegua-Jackson Aquifer and by Young and Kelley,
(2006) and Young and others (2009) for the Gulf Coast Aquifer System.

1.3

Project Database and Toolbox

The database created for GMA 8 includes two types of information. One information type
includes scanned images of aquifer tests, well installation logs, geophysical logs, well
specifications and other related data. The other information type includes text files of measured
water levels and pumping rates from aquifer pumping tests. All project data related to aquifer
tests were obtained from the files with the TCEQ’s Public Water Supply (PWS) Program.
The project data contains information on more than 4,000 PWS wells and more than
1,000 aquifer pumping tests. More than 100,000 pages were scanned during the course of the
project. To facilitate the analysis of the project information, the project deliverables include a
geodatabase, visualization tools, and analysis tools that produces charts that can be imported into
ArcMap. The shapefiles can be used to identify wells with different sets of information and
attributes. The visualization tool can be used to view existing charts generated by the analysis
tools. The analysis tools provide the capability to develop charts showing well construction,
lithology, groundwater model layers, and measured water levels from aquifer tests.
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2.0 Public Water Supply Data
This section describes the specific types of information considered for the project, the sources for
the information, and how the information is distributed among the 45 counties in GMA 8. This
section also describes the TCEQ Access database and documents that TCEQ use to track and
manage information on the public water supplies.

2.1

TCEQ PWS Naming Convention

The TCEQ is required by the State of Texas to maintain a Public Water Supply Supervision
program in order to retain primary enforcement authority (primacy) over Texas public water
systems’ compliance with the Safe Drinking Water Act (SDWA) and its amendments. As part of
this program, TCEQ maintains an electronic database and a set of paper records to manage
information regarding the location, construction, borelog lithology, and data from a 36-hour
aquifer test for each public supply well.
The TCEQ electronic database and set of paper records use a seven digit number, called the PWS
ID, to organize its information. The first three digits represent a county code. The TCEQ state
ID for the counties in GMA 8 are shown in Figure 2-1. For example, the county ID for Dallas
County is 057. The last four digits assigned to a PWS folder identify the PWS. For example,
PWS number 0570048, would represent the information from PWS 0048 in Dallas county.
The TCEQ uses a 9-digit (or 10-digit) number, called the Source Water ID, to track the
groundwater and surface water sources. For a groundwater well, the Water Source ID is created
by adding a G (Groundwater) to the beginning and adding a letter at the end of the 7-digit PWS
ID. Well IDs are created by starting with the letter A and proceeding through the alphabet as
additional wells become a part of the PWS. An example Source Water ID for a groundwater
well is “G0570048A” (see Figure 2-2). This Water Source ID is broken down into four
components that are shown below. These four components are: 1) a “G” for a groundwater
source, 2) the first three digits designating the county, 3) the last four digits designating the
PWS, and 4) the letter such as “A” to designate a specific well in the PWS well network (when a
PWS has more than 26 wells, another letter, the 10th digit, will be appended at the end, for
example, G0570048AA).
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Figure 2-1

The State County IDs for the 45 Counties in GMA 8.

Figure 2-2

Components of a 9-digit for PWS Well ID G0570048A
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2.2

TCEQ PWS Database

The TCEQ maintains an Access database to help manage the state’s PWS system. The database
contains attributes for every PWS registered in the state. In October 2010, TCEQ personnel
performed a query for INTERA to identify the PWSs with groundwater wells. The query
indicated that there are 4345 PWS wells in the 45 counties that comprise GMA 8. These wells
are distributed among 971 PWSs. In June 2012, TCEQ personnel performed another query of
their database and provided INTERA with copy of this version of their database. This query
indicated that there are 4512 PWS wells in the 45 counties that comprise GMA 8. The final
deliverable for this project uses the TCEQ Access database obtained by INTERA in June 2012.
This Access database is contained in the geodatabase called GMA8_Geodatabase.mdb, which is
described in Section 3.5, Supporting Spatial Data.
The PWS Access Database includes over 50 tables containing information describing the public
water systems and their specific water sources. For each PWS groundwater well, the database
provides the following information:


latitude, longitude, and vertical datum;



county and public water supply;



well construction information containing casing and screen placement;



lithologic profiles from drilling logs;



measured water levels over time; and



aquifer assignment.

For this project, the TCEQ Access database is primarily used to retrieve information regarding
well screen, borehole lithology and geophysical logs of PWS wells. Basic information such as
well name and well ID are stored in the "tblPwsWellData" table. The well name (or water
source) in this table is the key connection to two other information tables:
"tblPwsWellConstruction" and "tblPwsWellGeology". The tblPwsWellConstruction table
contains well screen information that identifies different segments of the well construction in
terms of the segment's location, casing material and diameter. The tblPwsWellGeology table
records well borehole geologic information by identifying different segments of lithology in
terms of segment location and geologic descriptions.
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2.3

TCEQ PWS Documents

The TCEQ maintains documents for each PWS. These documents are contained in file folders
that are arranged and labeled according to their PWS. Over the a period of about eight months,
project staff worked with TCEQ staff to scanned the documents listed in Table 2-1. For
purposes of naming the scanned files, each type of document was assigned a three-letter
acronym.
Table 2-1

Type of Documents Scanned for Each PWS Groundwater Well.

Type of Document
Drillers Formation Description
Drillers Well Construction
Electric (Resistivity) or SP Log (Spontaneous Potential)
Gamma Ray Log and/or Gamma-Gamma Log
Pumping Test
PWS System Notes
Raw Water Geochemistry
State of Texas Plugging Report
Well Schedule: USGS, TWDB, UGCD
Other documents

2.3.1

Acronym
DFD
DWC
SPR
GMM
PTO
PSN
RWG
STP
WSC
OTH

Drillers Formation Description (DFD) Documents

Drillers Formation Description (DFD) documents contain logs of the geologic strata identified by
the water well driller. The geologic log is usually represented by a three-column table, in which
the first two columns designate the top and bottom of a geologic strata and the third column
provides a geologic description. Geologic descriptions will typically include words such as rock,
shale, clay, sand, limestone, and one of the primary colors. The format of the DFC documents
differ among the wells but all of the have consistent format. During the search of the file folders,
INTERA discovered that several hundred of PWS wells were missing DFD documents. As part
of the project INTERA located approximately 200 of these documents and have included them as
scanned images for this project. Appendix C provides examples of DFD documents.

2.3.2

Drillers Well Construction (DWC) Documents

Driller’s well construction (DWC) documents include information regarding the construction
techniques and procedures related to the installation, design, and maintenance of the well. In
some instances there is a significant amount of data related to the pumps used within the well.
Appendix D provides examples of DWC documents.
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2.3.3

Electric (Resistivity) and Spontaneous Potential Logs (SPR) Documents

These documents contain resistivity and spontaneous potential geophysical well logs, which can
be used to estimate sand thicknesses and groundwater salinity. Geophysical well logs are often
printed on extended pieces of paper with one log section potentially being 5-10 feet long. A
standard practice in the well logging industry is to label the logging type in the header above the
curve. Resistivity logs are indicated by several alternative names including e-logs, electric logs,
and induction logs. Appendix E provides examples in of SPR documents.

2.3.4

Gamma Ray and Gamma-Gamma Logs (GMM) Documents

These documents contain gamma ray and gamma geophysical well logs, which can be used to
estimate sand thicknesses and aquifer porosity. As with the SPR documents, gamma ray logs are
often printed on extended pieces of paper with one log section potentially being 5-10 feet long.
Appendix F provides examples of GMM documents.

2.3.5

Pumping Test Data (PTO) Documents

Pumping test data documents provide measured values of changes in the water level in the well
and discharge from the well during an aquifer test. Information from these documents was used
to create the information (INF) and Aquifer Test Data (ATD) files discussed in Chapter 4.
Appendix G provides examples of PT0 documents.

2.3.6

PWS System Notes (PSN) Documents

Some of the PWS folders include correspondence between personnel at the PWS and at the
TCEQ. In situations where the correspondence includes groundwater or well information of
potential value to groundwater modelers, the correspondence was scanned. Appendix H
provides examples of PSN documents.

2.3.7

Raw Water Geochemistry (RWG) Documents

Raw Water Geochemistry documents summarize results of analytical measurements of
groundwater quality parameters. Among the groundwater quality parameters that are frequently
measured are: Total dissolved Solids (TDS), Calcium (Ca), Magnesium (Mg), Iron (Fe),
Manganese (Mg), Sodium (Na), Carbonate (CaCO3), Bicarbonate (HCO3), Sulfate (SO4),
Chloride (Cl-), Fluoride (Fl), Nitrate (NO4), etc. Appendix I provides examples of RWG
documents.
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2.3.8

State of Texas Plugging Report (STP) Documents

These documents are the “State of Texas Plugging Report” forms used by the state to record the
plugging of an abandoned well. Appendix J provides examples of STPs.

2.3.9

Well Schedule (WSC Documents)

The Well Schedule documents provide information on the construction of the well. This
information typically includes the date of drilling, the well location, the well construction, the
drilling form, the drilling company, the well owner, and limited production test information.
Oftentimes, these document contains the title “Well Schedule” near the top of the first page.
Appendix K provides examples of WSC documents.

2.3.10 Other (OTH) Documents
Other documents include scans of images, logs, correspondence, reports or other information
sources that could be of potential interest to groundwater modelers but were not identified as one
of the previous nine document types in Table 2-1 by the project personnel at the time of the
scanning.

2.4

Project Data

The project data includes the TCEQ Access database, PDFs of documents retrieved from the
TCEQ folders, and text files of aquifer test data. The aquifer test data consist of two computerreadable text files: a descriptive information file (INF file) and an actual data file (ATD file).
Among the key information contained in the INF file is the length of the aquifer test, an initial
estimate of the static water level and the units used for the measurements provided in the ATD
file. The ATD file provides tabulated values of measured water levels and pumping rates.
Figure 2-3 shows the relationships among the different sources of project data. The primary
source of all project data is the TCEQ PWS documents. From the PWS documents, TCEQ
updates its PWS Access database and INTERA has developed PDFs of the documents as well as
the INF and ATD files.

2.4.1

Information (INF) and Aquifer Test Data (ATD) Files

The information files names are created using the well ID as the root and the letters “TXT” as the
file extension. Each information file contains twenty-nine lines. Appendix L describes and
provides examples of the INF files. On the second input line of the INF file is a group number
assigned by INTERA personnel. The group numbers were assigned after a high-level review of
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the aquifer test documents and prior to the construction of any INF or ATD files. The group
names are Category 1, Category 2, Category 3, Category 4, and Category 5. Table 2-2 describes
the criteria used to develop the five groupings. In general, the higher category numbers are
associated with greater amounts of water level measurements than are the lower category
numbers. Appendix L discusses the criteria used to assign a group number to an aquifer test.

Figure 2-3

Schematic Showing the Difference Sources of Project Data. The dashed line
separates the work of TCEQ and INTERA.

Table 2-2

Five Groups Used to Guide the Management of the Aquifer Test Data Files.

Group
Category 1

Category 2
Category 3
Category 4
Category 5

Description
Data set has major deficiencies and cannot be used to estimate
transmissivity using an analytical well solution. For some of these aquifer
tests no information file was created.
Data set appears to indicate a constant drawdown for the majority of the
pumping period.
Data set appears to have relatively few measurements and there is evidence
that drawdown changes over time.
Data set appears relatively well-organized and adequate for using an
analytical well solution for calculating a transmissivity value.
Data set appears have measurements collected using a dataloggers because
some of the time intervals are less than 5 minutes.

Total

Number
74

184
148
584
21
1011

As shown in Table 2-2 the total number of PWS with aquifer test information is 1014. Out of
about 1000 aquifer tests, about 970 of the tests had sufficient information to justify having an
information and an aquifer test data file created. For each INF file, there is an Aquifer Test Data
(ATD) file. The Aquifer Test Data (ATD) files names are created using the well ID as the root
and the letters “ATD” as the file extension. Each record or row of information in the aquifer test
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file represents a specific measurement time where a water level and/or a pumping rate was made.
Each row of the file contains four columns of data. The data associated with each column are
listed below. The measurement units associated with each of these measurement in columns 2,
3, and 4 are contained in the INF file.


Column 1 – date (mm/dd/yyyy)



Column 2 – time (00:00 am or pm)



Column 3 – water level



Column 4 – pumping rate

2.4.2

Summary of Project Data

Table 2-3 lists the number of PWSs, PWS wells, and project data files associated with the
counties in GMA 8. Table 2-3 shows that there are 3404 groundwater wells in the GMA 8
counties that have at least one document associated with it. For most of the counties, the number
of each PDF document type is less than the total number of wells. The primary reasons for fewer
documents than wells is that TCEQ had never received the missing document or that the missing
document had been lost during the handling of the PWS folders. In discussion with the TCEQ,
the former explanation appears to be the most likely cause of missing documents.
Table 2-4 list the twenty-two PWS wells that have multiple aquifer tests. In all cases, the
multiple aquifer tests are recorded on a single PTO file. Wells with multiple aquifer tests have
multiple INF and ATD files. The root name for the INF and the ATD files for the second aquifer
test includes the number ‘2” after the well name. Similarly, the third aquifer test includes the
number “3” and so forth. For all cases except for one, the multiple aquifer tests were single well
tests involving the pumping wells. The only well with an aquifer test that included an
observation well was for Well G1550022A. For this well, the INF and ATD file labeled
G1500022A2 for the observation well G1550022B, which is located a radial distance of
1250 feet from Well G1500022A.

2.4.3

Directory Structure of the Project Data and Generated Charts

The project is designed so that the user can develop his/her own directory structure. The
guidelines for customizing a directory structure are discussed in Appendix B. After the
installation of the project files, the directory structure in Figure 2-4 is used for the initial
placement of project files.
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Table 2-3

Number of the PWS, PWS Wells, and Project Data Files Associated with GMA 8
Counties.

County
Name
Bell
Bosque
Bowie
Brown
Burnet
Callahan
Collin
Comanche
Cooke
Coryell
Dallas
Delta
Denton
Eastland
Ellis
Erath
Falls
Fannin
Franklin
Grayson
Hamilton
Hill
Hood
Hopkins
Hunt
Johnson
Kaufman
Lamar
Lampasas
Limestone
McLenna
Milam
Mills
Montague
Navarro
Parker
Red River
Somervell
Tarrant
Taylor
Travis
Williamso
Wise
Total

State
ID
14
18
19
25
27
30
43
47
49
50
57
60
61
67
70
72
73
74
80
91
97
109
111
112
116
126
129
139
141
147
155
166
167
169
175
184
194
213
220
221
227
246
249

Number of Number of
PWS
Wells
17
35
5
3
46
1
16
1
21
10
20
2
104
2
29
20
8
20
3
44
6
36
61
9
21
58
1
2
2
12
61
9
5
11
2
73
5
21
97
4
73
35
38
1049

26
78
7
13
111
20
67
6
75
28
53
4
279
16
95
78
16
55
8
240
12
80
231
48
65
251
2
2
3
38
162
49
20
31
4
248
15
52
363
10
213
122
108
3404

Number of PDFs For Each Type of Information Document
DFD

DWC

PT0

GAM

RWG

SPR

STP

WSC

OTH

ATD
Files

24
65
6
11
73
20
44
4
49
22
46
3
225
15
86
63
12
50
6
171
9
71
194
42
49
207
2
2
2
32
134
46
10
17
2
198
13
44
299
6
170
98
83
2725

13
19
3
1
15
0
36
1
38
8
20
2
100
0
59
15
14
40
2
112
1
26
58
37
19
100
2
2
2
23
78
37
2
7
1
39
9
10
91
0
46
38
34
1160

13
19
1
2
17
0
33
0
17
12
8
2
71
4
53
26
9
31
1
72
5
23
83
27
20
65
2
1
0
14
72
31
0
6
0
73
2
13
56
1
49
35
42
1011

0
8
0
0
3
0
21
0
14
2
4
1
29
0
21
12
3
22
0
62
0
5
21
7
6
34
5
0
0
7
34
14
0
5
0
30
0
0
12
0
4
0
25
411

18
47
2
4
26
0
38
1
21
18
26
1
91
6
46
35
8
38
3
123
5
37
83
29
19
74
2
1
0
19
80
38
0
15
2
99
3
17
99
1
78
51
54
1358

8
16
0
0
3
0
17
0
32
4
7
2
68
0
19
11
5
33
1
82
1
11
49
12
8
23
3
0
0
6
43
12
0
4
2
22
6
0
26
0
5
2
35
578

5
42
1
10
20
0
12
4
17
16
27
0
92
10
19
35
3
13
1
84
3
42
63
11
22
55
0
0
0
8
51
6
7
17
1
67
7
8
124
0
84
40
37
1064

0
5
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
1
2
0
3
0
0
4
1
1
0
18
0
2
10
0
2
12
0
0
0
6
5
2
1
3
0
11
0
0
12
0
2
4
2
111

14
45
4
7
57
0
27
1
44
17
28
2
170
13
79
42
16
35
5
111
6
53
168
29
41
157
1
2
2
23
112
37
8
22
2
182
1
28
222
6
174
89
91
2173

14
17
1
2
10
0
33
0
17
12
8
3
70
4
55
25
8
33
1
70
5
25
74
28
20
65
2
1
0
13
61
30
0
7
0
72
2
5
48
1
42
33
40
967

Note: Description of document acronyms are as follows: DFD – Drillers formation description; DWC-Drillers well construction;
PT0-Pumping test data; GMM-Gamma Ray and Gamma-Gamma logs; RWG-Raw water geochemistry; SPR-Electrical and
spontaneous logs; STP-State of Texas plugging report; WSC-Well schedule; OTH-Other
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Table 2-4

PWS wells with Multiple Aquifer Tests.
G0610203B
G0700034F
G0720001F
G0740004B
G0910009E
G0910013A

Figure 2-4

PWS WELL ID
G1090017B
G1470010D
G1160017D
G1550006B
G1260016G
G1550022A
G1260017O
G1550042C
G1260053C
G1840006E
G1470006K
G1840111A

File Structure Schema for Project Files.
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3.0 Tools for Data Visualization
This section discusses the relationship between the project data and the project tools for
generating and visualizing charts. At the end of the chapter, a tutorial is provided for visualizing
well and aquifer test information in ArcMap.

3.1

Data and Software Organization

The project visualizes information using ESRI ArcMap (version 10.0 or later). In order to view
images in ArcMap, the project data and documents must be prepared according the directory
structure outlined in Section 2.4.3. Figure 3-1 shows the relationship between the project tools
and the project data. The primary tool for visualizing images is the Well Information Tool,
which operates as an embedded program in ArcMap. The key tools for generating charts of well
information are the Aquifer Test Tool, which creates charts of change in water level and
drawdowns over time during an aquifer test, and the TCEQ database tool, which creates charts of
the well information contained in the TCEQ database.

4

1.
2.
3.
4.

Figure 3-1

Composed of an information file (INF) and an aquifer test data file (ATD)
Available files are: WSC, DFD, DWC, PT0, SPR, GAM,RWG,PSN,STP, and OTH.
LAS Files
The TCEQ Database is contain in the Geodatabase file GMA8_Geodatabase.mdb

Project Software Application-Data Organization Diagram.
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3.2

The Master Table

As shown in Figure 3-1, the Well Information Tool reads a Master Table, which is a Microsoft
Excel file (data\GMA8.xlsx). The Master Table File is a tabulated set of values for each well
that indicate the PDF documents and aquifer test data available for visualization.
Table 3-1 shows the twenty-nine PWS wells listings in the Master Table. The Master Table has
15 columns. The first column contains the PWS well names. The last two columns contain the
X and Y coordinates of the well location. Columns two through eleven indicate whether or not
the a PDFs available for the PWS documents listed in Table 3-1. Columns twelve through
thirteen indicate whether or not aquifer test files are available for the PWS wells. If a document
or aquifer data does not exist for a well, then the column for that well record is left blank.

3.3

Well Information Tool

As shown in Figure 3-1, the Well Information Tool is used to select and view images of
documents or charts of well information. Typically the well documents will be PDFs, while
charts of the well construction, borehole lithology, or aquifer test data will be JPGs. The charts
that can be imported into the Well Information Tool are divided into the two groups (Figure 3-1).
The "Well Screen, Lithology, Geophysical Log Charts" are required to reside in the directory as
described in Section 2.4.3. The "Aquifer Test Charts" may be organized in the default fashion
shown in Section 2.4.3, or may be organized by the user following the guidelines in Appendix B.
The Well Information Tool allows the user to perform the following:


Detect and highlight available well information on the map.



Select a well and view its related TCEQ PDF documents.



Select a well and plot its well screening, lithology, model and geophysical log
information on the map.



Select a well and plot its aquifer test data on the map.



Select a well and export its aquifer test data (if any) to AQTESOLV format.



Associate a selected well with its plots by connecting them with leader lines.



Adjust the size of the plots.
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Table 3-1
PWSWELL
G0140027A
G0140028A
G0140035A
G0140035B
G0140035C
G0140035D
G0140035E
G0140035F
G0140035G
G0140035H
G0140035I
G0140037A
G0140042A
G0180002B
G0180003A
G0180003B
G0180025B
G0180026A
G0180026B
G0180026C
G0180038A
G0180038B
G0180038C
G0180038D
G0180038E
G0180038F
G0180038G
G0180038H
G0180040A

Format of the Master Table File Used by the Well Information Tool.
WSC
WSC

WSC
WSC

WSC

DFD
DFD
DFD

DFD
DFD
DFD
DFD
DFD
DFD
DFD
DFD
DFD
DFD
DFD
DFD
DFD
DFD
DFD
DFD
DFD
DFD
DFD
DFD
DFD
DFD
DFD
DFD
DFD

DWC
DWC

DWC
DWC
DWC
DWC
DWC
DWC
DWC
DWC
DWC
DWC
DWC

PTO
PTO
PTO
PTO
PTO
PTO
PTO
PTO
PTO
PTO
PTO
PTO
PTO

SPR
SPR

GAM

SPR
SPR

SPR
SPR

GAM
GAM

RWG

PSN

RWG
RWG
RWG
RWG
RWG
RWG
RWG
RWG
RWG
RWG
RWG
RWG
RWG

STP

OTH

OTH
OTH
OTH
OTH
OTH
OTH
OTH

OTH

INF
INF
INF

ATD
ATD

INF

ATD

INF
INF
INF
INF
INF
INF
INF
INF
INF

ATD
ATD
ATD
ATD
ATD
ATD
ATD
ATD
ATD

INF
INF
INF
INF
INF

ATD
ATD
ATD
ATD
ATD

INF
INF

ATD
ATD

SPR
DWC
DWC
DWC
DWC
DWC
DWC
DWC

DWC

PTO
PTO
PTO
PTO
PTO

RWG
RWG
RWG
RWG
RWG
RWG

OTH
OTH
OTH
OTH
OTH

PTO
PTO

RWG
RWG

OTH
OTH
OTH

GAM

OTH

X
1751273.50
1741625.06
1734861.40
1735595.02
1734265.08
1734570.98
1734485.34
1734555.72
1734712.67
1734077.18
1733831.04
1757311.09
1734856.73
1722227.95
1739198.67
1739074.49
1745547.28
1736376.25
1730433.40
1734487.85
1703356.01
1714652.68
1714951.78
1714784.18
1727279.73
1715148.88
1719942.31
1709414.29
1744891.63

Y
7432559.63
7455690.95
7427167.86
7428696.80
7427772.06
7425926.50
7424998.53
7425401.55
7424464.14
7425154.59
7424700.20
7456747.57
7426996.41
7536574.97
7506821.33
7506154.75
7532636.47
7523187.75
7515096.62
7521813.15
7529658.07
7532466.48
7519725.21
7521517.60
7518782.63
7532074.73
7514676.36
7515218.15
7531652.90

Note: Description of document acronyms are as follows: DFD – Drillers formation description; DWC-Drillers well construction; PT0-Pumping test data; GMM-Gamma Ray and
Gamma-Gamma logs; RWG-Raw water geochemistry; SPR-Electrical and spontaneous logs; STP-State of Texas plugging report; WSC-Well schedule; OTH-Other
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3.4

Generating Charts

As shown in Figure 3-1, there are two tools for generating charts of the project data. The "TCEQ
Database Tool" reads the TCEQ database to create charts for well screen, lithology, model and
geophysical log data. These charts can then be read by the Well Information Tool and visualized
in ArcMap. The "Aquifer Test Data Tool" reads the aquifer test data files to create charts of the
water level response during an aquifer test.

3.5

Supporting Spatial Data

As stated previously, the project visualizes well information in ArcMap. To help identify and
locate wells and features of interest in ArcMap, the project files include a geodatabase (projected
under NAD 1983 Texas Centric Mapping System Albers projection system). The geodatabase is
named GMA8_Geodatabase.mdb and it is located in the GIS folder. GMA8_Geodatabase.mdb
contains the following:


a feature data set containing the location of wells with ATD files, with LAS files, with
construction information, with lithology information, and with PDFs for the document
types listed in Table 2-1



individual feature classes showing the counties in Texas, the counties in GMA 8, the area
covered by GMA 8, and the PWS wells in the GMA8 counties.



tables containing tabulated values from the 967 information and aquifer test files,
tabulated values from 50 LAS files, and paths to the PDF files for 3404 PWS wells.



a version of the TCEQ PWS well Access database created in 2012.

The project files contains a ArcMAP map document file named Wells.mxd that is located in the
GIS folder. Clicking on Wells.mxd will upload the GMA8_Geodatabase.mdb into ArcMap and
create the display shown in Figure 3-2. Figure 3-2 shows the Table of Contents that will appear
after the project “mxd” is applied. The Table of Contents in Figure 3-2 includes the feature
database, the individual feature classes and the tables that are described above and that comprise
GMA8_Geodatabase.mdb.
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Figure 3-2

Screenshot of the Table of Contents and Layout will appear when Wells.mxd is brought into ArcMap.
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3.6

Tutorial on Visualizing Data Using the Well Information Tool

Prior to performing this tutorial, the user needs to complete the installation of the project data
(see Appendices A and B). This tutorial would be facilitated if the Wells.mxd was uploaded into
ArcMap prior to using the project tools. A successful installation of the INTERA add-in
WellInformationIllustrator.esriAddin (see Appendix A) will activate the following tools and their
buttons:
- Activates the Highlighter Tool
- Clears the Highlighter Tool
- Activates the Well InformationTool
- Reconnects the leader line between a well location and chart
- Activates the Resize Plot Tool
- Clears all the graphic elements (highlights, leader lines, charts, etc.) on the map
- Activates TCEQ Well Database Query Tool
- Configuration Tool
During the first application of the Well Information Tool, a user may need to use the
configuration tool (see Appendix B) to specify paths of the required files/folders. The files for
which the configuration file contains paths for are:


PDFs of TCEQ documents,



the master table file, and



the INF and ADT files.

After having successfully installed the project and software tools, a user will be able to:
1) open the TCEQ PDF documents for a highlighted well;
2) import well information charts (model, well screen, lithology and geophysical log) and
connect them to a highlighted well by a leader line; and
3) import aquifer test charts (water level and draw down) and connect them to a highlighted
well by a leader line.
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3.6.1

Identify and Highlight Wells

There are several types of well information, and a well may have some or all of the associated
types. The shapefiles discussed in Section 3.5 are provided to help identify which PDF
documents and charts are available for each well. Another method for identifying the type of
information available at different wells is by using the
selecting the

Figure 3-3

button on the ArcMap toolbar. By

button, the following window will appear:

Highlight Wells Form.

As shown in Figure 3-3, the Highlight Wells Form lists eleven information types. The
association between a well and information type is obtained through the Master Table (see
Section 3.2) . Only one information type can be selected for a query using the form. After
selecting an information type and clicking on the "Highlight Wells" button, ArcMap will
highlight the wells that are associated with the selected document. After using the form to
highlight wells, the highlighted wells can be cleared by clicking the

button.

The Highlight Well form is designed to disappear behind the ArcMap display if other tools are
selected. This option provides as much space as possible to show the highlighted wells and/or
the selected pdfs and charts. In order to help track the location of Highlight Wells Form, it is
recommend that after the wells have been selected, the user close the form by clicking on the
cross in box the upper right of the form.
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3.6.2

View PDF of Available Well Documents

To open the Well Information Tool a user clicks the

button. After opening the Well

Information Tool, a user is prompted by a form shown in Figure 3-4. If the Well Information
Tool cannot find the project data because the configuration file is not properly set up, the tools
will prompt the user to change the directory in which the tool searches for the project data.

Figure 3-4

Initial start-up of well information form along with locations of selected wells.

After opening the Well Information Form, a user needs to perform the following five steps to
view PDFs for a particular well.
Step 1. Select one or more wells by clicking on the map with the "Well Information" form
opened. After the user completes the well selection, the well(s) will be listed on the left
side of the form as shown in Figure 3-5. ( Note 1. The Well Installation Form searches
on an attribute field in the feature class GMA8_N83_Wells so this feature class needs to
be selected. Note 2. In order to assisted with the search, a user could use the Well
Highlight Form to identify wells with a specific PDF document)
Step 2. Select one of the wells in the well list as shown by the blue bar in Figure 3-5.
Step 3. Click on the radio button labeled “Documents.” After the button has been selected a list
of available PDFs for the highlighted well will be shown in the right side of the form as
shown in Figure 3-5.
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Step 4. Click in one or more of the boxes for the PDF documents and view the documents using
a PDF viewer by clicking on the "View Documents" button on the right side of the form.
Step 5. After a chart has been brought into ArcMap, additional charts can be brought into
ArcMap by repeating steps 1 through 4. A user can clear the charts that have been
posted to wells by clicking on the

Figure 3-5

3.6.3

button.

Well Information form populated by selected wells.

View Charts of Well Screening, Lithology, Model Layers and Geophysical
Logs

The process for viewing charts is similar to the process explained in Section 3.6.2 except that
process may include selecting the directory containing the charts of interest. After opening the
Well Information Form, a user needs to perform the following six steps to view charts showing
well information for a particular well:
Step 1. Select one or more wells by clicking on the map with the "Well Information" form
opened. After the user completes the well selection, the well(s) will be listed on the
right-hand side of the form as shown in Figure 3-6. . ( Note 1. The Well Installation
Form searches on an attribute field in the feature class GMA8_N83_Wells so this
feature class needs to be selected.)
Step 2. Select one of the wells in the well list. The highlighted well will be marked by the blue
bar in Figure 3-7
Step 3. Click on the radio button labeled “Well Information.” After the button has been selected
a list of available charts for the highlighted well will be shown in the left-hand side of
the form in Figure 3-6. If no charts appear or if the wrong set of charts appear, then the
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user can search for an appropriate set of charts by clicking on the directory button
circled in red in Figure 3-6. After the desired directory has been selected, the list of
available charts (if any) will appear on the left-hand side of the Well Information Form.
Step 4. Select one more of the charts by clicking the appropriate boxes and then click the “Add
Selected Pictures” button to shown the chart in ArcMap and connect the chart(s) to its
well via a leader line. To see the chart(s), a user may need to zoom in on the well
location because the default dimension for a chart is a 1,000 feet.
Step 5. After a chart has been brought into ArcMap, a user can then move the chart by following
the directions in Section 3.6.6 or can then resize the chart by following the directions in
Section 3.6.7.
Step 6. After a chart has been brought into ArcMap, additional charts can be brought into
ArcMap by repeating steps 1 through 5. A user can clear the charts that have been
posted to wells by clicking on the

Figure 3-6

3.6.4

button.

Well information form for selecting well information charts to plot (note that the
chart directory can be changed by clicking the directory button in the red circle).

View Charts of Aquifer Test Data

The process for viewing aquifer test data is similar to the process explained in Section 3.6.3 for
viewing well information. After opening the Well Information Form, a user needs to perform the
following six steps to view charts of aquifer test data.
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Step 1. Select one or more wells by clicking on the map with the "Well Information" form
opened. After the user completes the well selection, the well(s) will be listed on the
right side of the form as shown in Figure 3-7. . ( Note 1. The Well Installation Form
searches on an attribute field in the feature class GMA8_N83_Wells so this feature class
needs to be selected. Note 2. In order to assisted with the search, a user could use the
Well Highlight Form to identify wells that have drawdown data)
Step 2. Select one of the wells in the well list. The highlighted well will be marked by the blue
bar in Figure 3-7.
Step 3. Click on the radio button labeled “Aquifer Test Data.” After the button has been
selected, the right side of the form will be populated with the options shown in
Figure 3-7.
Step 4. If appropriate, a user may click on the folder icon to select the directory for the existing
charts. After the correct directory is shown in the directory block a user should then
select the box(es) indicating a water level or a drawdown chart. If the “water level” box
is clicked, the tool will plot charts with names consisting of the well name concatenated
with “_wl.” If the “drawdown” box is clicked, the tool will plot charts with names
consisting of the well name concatenated with “_dd.”
Step 5. After a chart has been brought into ArcMap, a user can then move the chart by following
the directions in Section 3.6.6 or can then resize the chart by following the directions in
Section 3.6.7.
Step 6. After a chart has been brought into ArcMap, additional charts can be brought into
ArcMap by repeating steps 1 through 5. A user can clear the charts by clicking on the
button.
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Figure 3-7

3.6.5

Well information form for selecting charts of aquifer test data to plot.

Create and View Snapshot of Aquifer Test Data

The creating and viewing of snapshots is intended to provide a user with the ability quickly view
and evaluate the data. The process of creating and viewing snapshots does not allow a user to
adjust the chart settings. The process for creating and viewing a snapshot is as follows:
Steps 1 to 3.

See steps 1 to 3 listed in Section 3.6.4.

Step 4. If appropriate, a user may click on the folder icon to select the directory that contains the
aquifer test data files (INF and ATD files). After the correct directory is shown in the
directory block, a user should then click on the box(es) to create new charts of water
levels or drawdowns. After selecting the appropriate snapshot boxes, the user creates
the snapshots by clicking on the “Create chart(s) and import” button.
Step 5. Figure 3-8 shows an example of a snapshot. After a snapshot has been brought into
ArcMap, a user can then move the chart by following the directions in Section 3.6.6 or
can then resize the chart by following the directions in Section 3.6.7.
Step 6. After a snapshot has been brought into ArcMap, additional snapshots can be brought
into ArcMap by repeating steps 1 through 5. A user can clear the charts that have been
posted to wells by clicking on the

button.
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Figure 3-8

3.6.6

Example of a Snapshot of Aquifer Test Data.

Connect Charts to a Well Location Using a Leader Line

After importing charts into ArcMap, a user will see that a red line (the "leader line") connects the
well location to a corner on the chart. By default, the charts are imported as a group and are
placed on the northeast side of the well. A user can move the chart group by using ArcMap's
"Select Elements" tool (the

button). After the chart have been moved, a user can reestablish

the leader line simply by clicking the

button. By clicking the

button, the leader line

connects the well location to the nearest corner of the plot group. Figures 3-9 to 3-11 show the
process of leader line reconnection.
The reconnect function is designed to be used only in the ArcMap session during which the
charts are brought into ArcMap. Once this session of ArcMap is closed, the next time the same
ArcMap file is open, the reconnect function will not work on previously imported charts. If the
user wants to change the plot position, the user will have to remove the plot group and the leader
line and import the charts again.
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Figure 3-9

The chart group is moved by using the select elements tool. The dash lines show
imply the direction of movement.

Figure 3-10

After the movement of the chart group, the leader lines remain unchanged.

Figure 3-11

After clicking the reconnect button, the leader lines will reconnect with the plots.
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3.6.7

Adjusting Plot Size

A user can adjust the size of all of the imported charts by using the
the

button. After clicking on

button, the form in Figure 3-12 will appear. A user resizes the charts by inputting a size

factor to adjust the plot size. For example, if a user enters "0.5", all of the imported charts will
be resized to the ½ of their original size; if the user enters "2", then all the imported charts will
be twice as large as they used to be. There are two limitations to the resize button. One
limitation is that the resize button only works on charts entered during the current session of
ArcMap. The other limitation is that the resizing applies to all existing plots.

Figure 3-12

3.6.8

Resize Chart Form.

Find and Display TCEQ PWS Well Database Records

The Well Information Tool provides a limited ability to query the TCEQ PWS Well Database.
To query the TCEQ PWS Well Database, a user clicks the
that the one shown in Figure 3-13.

Figure 3-13

TCEQ PWS Well Database form.
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The "TCEQ PWS Well Database path" at the bottom of the form shows the path of the TCEQ
Access database. After specifying the TCEQ database, a user begins a query by typing part of
the well name in the "Well filter" input box (see Figure 3-14) and then clicks the "Search Wells"
button. After the button has been hit, the application returns the matched well names. After a
well has been selected, the application shows related information (well name, spatial coordinates,
aquifer name and drill date) on the right panel as shown in Figure 3-15. If the spatial coordinates
of the well are available, a user can display it on the map by clicking the "Display well location"
button (Figure 3-16).

Figure 3-14

Well matches provided by the well filter.

Figure 3-15

Click on a well name displays related information.
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Figure 3-16

Display of the well location.
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4.0

Tools for Creating Charts

In this section, two stand-alone software applications are presented: the TCEQ Database Tool
and the Aquifer Test Tool. The two tools generate charts using different sets of project data.
The TCEQ Database Tool can be used to generate charts of well constructions (screen locations),
model layering, lithology and geophysical logs. The Aquifer Test Tool can be used to generate
charts of the aquifer test data.

4.1

TCEQ Database Tool

The application for the TCEQ Database Tool is named TCEQ Database Tool.exe and is located
in the folder software\TCEQ Database Tool. The TCEQ Database Tool performs the following
functions:


create/modify mapping sets (color sets) for charts,



preview charts,



generate charts for well constructions,



generate charts for well lithology,



generate charts of layers in a computer groundwater model, and



generate charts for well geophysical logs.

Upon opening the TCEQ Database Tool (by double-clicking on the application TCEQ Database
Tool.exe) , a user is required to read a TWDB well database. The selection is performed by
clicking on the "File" menu shown in Figure 4-1 and using the "Open" function to navigate to the
database file. The PWS Access database for this project is named
dbPWSRequest_june_2012.mdb and is located in the directory data\TCEQ database.
The tool reads the TCEQ database to obtain lithology and well construction information and
mapping sets of colors or grouping developed during previous application of the tool. To obtain
other relevant information, the tool also reads text files developed for the computer model layers
(see Section 4.1.5.3) and on the geophysical well logs (see Section 4.1.5.4)
The TCEQ Database Tool provides the options for developing separate or grouped charts for
well lithology, well construction, and model layers. When grouped together the charts share the
same vertical axes. The plotting of the geophysical log is always in one single chart and cannot
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be blended with other information. The directory structure for the files used by the tool are
discussed in Appendices A and B.
Prior to generating charts, a user should consider developing a project-specific mapping sets
(also called color sets) for the charts. A color set includes three parts: 1) strata group colors,
2) well construction material colors, and 3) well model layer colors. Although default colors are
assigned to newly created mapping sets, a user has the ability to change the colors.

4.1.1

Selecting a Color Mapping Set

Once the TCEQ database has been uploaded, the main user interface for the TCEQ Database
Tool will appear as shown in Figure 4-1 except that there will not be any grouping information.
The grouping information will appear after either a mapping set has been imported or the user
creates a mapping set.

Figure 4-1

The Main User Interface for the TCEQ Database Tool.

A mapping set consists of three color groups shown in Figure 4-1. The “Well Model Layer”
group assigns colors to represent the model layers. The “Well Construction” group assigns
colors to represent segments of the well construction. The “Strata Group” group assigns colors
to represent the lithologic groups created by the user. In Figure 4-1, the names of the unassigned
strata originate from the PWS database. In the PWS database used for this project there are
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approximately 40,000 of these descriptions. In order to consolidate these strata into a
manageable number of groups, the TCEQ Database Tool allows these strata to be ‘dragged and
dropped” into one of the user-defined strata groups. As shown in Figure 4-1, the strata assigned
to specific groups are listed in area entitled “Strata in selected group.”

4.1.2

Create a Color Mapping Set

To develop a new color mapping set, a user selects clicks on “Actions -> New mapping set.”
After this action, the pop up window in Figure 4-2 will appear. In this tutorial, we call the new
mapping set "test". The “test” mapping set is created by clicking on the "Create" button. After a
new mapping set is created, a user interface similar to Figure 4-3 will appear. In "Strata
Groups", there are no groups but there already default groups and color schema for “Well
Construction” and “Well Model Layer.”

Figure 4-2

Form for entering the name for a new mapping set.

In this tutorial, we create a new strata group named "Sand" and assign stratums containing the
word "sand" into it and then assign a yellow color to it. To find stratums with the word "sand",
type keyword "sand" in the "Strata description" input box and the strata on the left side will be
filtered based on this keyword. You can also specify the minimum total thickness so that minor
stratums will be filtered out. In our case, we specify "0.2%" as the value so that stratums sharing
less than 0.2 percent of the total stratum thickness in the database will not be shown in the panel.
The filtered result is shown in Figure 4-4. To move the filtered stratum into the “Sand” Strata
Group, the user needs to drag and drop the unassigned stratums into strata groups panel to create
a new strata group. We name this group "Sand" and color it as yellow (Figure 4-5). Additional
strata groups can be created using the same process as used to create the Sand strata group.
As a practice, we create another group called "Shale" by assigning it with all the "shale" stratums
that take more than 0.2% of the total thickness.
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Figure 4-3

User Interface with an unpopulated Strata Group.

Figure 4-4

Results produced by applying a filter to Locate Sand Strata.
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Figure 4-5

Create a new strata group.

Unlike strata color groupings, the well construction and well model layer color groupings are
automatically established based on the TCEQ well construction information and the layering in
the Northern Trinity GAM Model (Bene and others, 2004). However, a user can modify the
colors assigned to each item by clicking on the color box.
After the group creation and color assignment process, all the grouping information and colors
are stored in the database. Therefore the next time the tool is open, a user can find the "test"
mapping set along with pre-existing mapping sets on the "Mapping set" drop down list. As part
of this project, a baseline mapping set called “Baseline” was created. This mapping set assigned
approximately 25,000 of the approximately 40,000 stratums to ten strata groups. The assignment
of these stratum accounts for over 99.5% of the approximately 450 miles of lithology contained
in the PWS database.

4.1.3

Preview Charts

After specifying a mapping set, a user can then proceed to the chart generation process by
clicking on the "Generate Charts" tab. For this section, we are using mapping set called "test",
that contains only two strata groups: "Sand" and "Shale". After navigating to the chart
generation tab, the application will resemble the following screenshot shown in Figure 4-6.
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Figure 4-6

Chart generation tab.

All the PWS wells in GMA 8 are listed in the inventory in the left. The columns with
checkboxes show available well information. Column "Const." stands for well construction
information, "Litho." for lithological data, "Models" for model layering information and "LAS"
for geophysical log data. If data is not available for a well, the checkbox for this information
will be grayed out (see the red rectangles in Figure 4-6). For this project, only wells that
intersect the coverage of Trinity GAM have model layer information and only 50 wells have
LAS information. LAS is a standard format for digitized log data and is an acronym for Log
ASCII Standard.
When clicking on a checkbox, the row of the checkbox will be highlighted and a bar chart will
appear on the "Chart Preview" panel on the right side using the colors associated with the
mapping set. For this tutorial, the "Const." checkbox of well "G0910034B" was the last
checkbox selected. Note that well "G0910034B" can be quickly located by typing the name in
the well filter input box. Figure 4-7 shows the chart preview for well "G0910034B. Note that
although items from different rows are be checked, the chart preview is only shown for the
highlighted well.
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Figure 4-7

Preview of construction chart on well "G0910034B". Notice that well "G0910034A"
and "G0910034C" also have items checked, but the preview only contains the
highlighted well.

The TCEQ Database Tool provides the options to check multiple items for a well and to bring
the items together into a single chart. To demonstrate the tool’s capability to combine multiple
charts, all four items are selected for Well "G0910034C". After checking the four items, only
two charts for the well lithology and construction are previewed. In order to view the model
layer chart, a user will need to choose a model file listed in the "Models to plot" panel. Because
the current project only has the a model file for the "Trinity GAM,” this model file is selected
and Figure 4-8 shows preview of the three well information types combined into a single chart.
Because of the typically long lengths associated with geophysical logs, the LAS charts are
created independently of the other well information. To preview the LAS chart, a user needs to
click on "LAS" tab. Figure 4-9 shows a preview of the LAS chart for Well "G0910034C".
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Figure 4-8

Preview of construction, lithology and model of well "G0910034C ". Note that the
"Sand" and "Shale" strata groups we specified before are used in the chart.

Figure 4-9

Geophysical log chart preview.
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4.1.4

Generate Charts

After selecting the charts of interest, a user can click the "Generate Charts" button Tab (next to
the Map Strata Tab) to generate and save the charts for visualizing with the Well Information
Tool. After the “Generate Chart” button has been clicked, a user will be prompted to select a
directory for the images of the charts. Once a chart has been generated, the chart will be stored
under a subdirectory named after the mapping set and will be named according to the well name
and its content. The naming schema for a chart is:


"WellName_00m": if the chart contains only model information.



"WellName_0s0": if the chart contains only lithological information.



"WellName_c00": if the chart contains only construction information.



"WellName_cs0": if the chart contains construction and lithological information.



"WellName_0sm": if the chart contains lithological and model information.



"WellName_c0m": if the chart contains construction and model information.



"WellName_csm": if the chart contains all the three data types.



"WellName_000_LAS": if the chart is a geophysical log chart.



“WellName.txt” – ASCII file of plotted well information

4.1.4.1

Generate Charts for Well Constructions

A user can generate well construction charts for all wells at once by checking "Select all well
construction charts" checkbox on the top of well list. All the construction items that are not
grayed out will be selected. Then by clicking the "Generate Charts" button as shown in
Figure 4-10, all the construction charts will be exported to the selected directory named using the
convention "WellName_c00". Prior to generating the charts, a user can specify the output image
format parameters by changing them in the "Chart Options" panel in the upper middle of
Figure 4-10.
4.1.4.2

Generate Charts for Well Lithology

Similar to the generation of well construction, a user can click on the "Select all Lithology
charts" checkbox shown in Figure 4-11 and export all the lithology charts to a specified folder.
All the images will be named as "WellName_0s0".
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Figure 4-10

Export well construction charts in batch mode.

Figure 4-11

Export well lithology charts in batch mode.

4.1.5.3

Generate Charts for Model Layers

Similar to the generation of well construction, a user can click on the "Select all model charts"
checkbox and export all the lithology charts to a specified folder. Prior to clicking on the
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“Generate Charts” button, a user needs to select a model file in the "Models to plot" list,
otherwise the generated charts will be blank. All the images will be named as
"WellName_00m".

Figure 4-12

4.1.5.4

Export well model charts in batch mode.

Generate Charts for Geophysical Logs

A user can generate LAS charts by checking "Select all LAS charts" and then the “Generate
Charts” button. Currently there are only about 50 wells that have the geophysical log
information. The exported charts will be named as "WellName_000_LAS".
4.1.5.5

Generate Charts with Multiple Information Types in Batch Mode

The only difference between generation of charts with a single information type and multiple
information types is the selection of more boxes on the top of the well list. For example, a user
can check "Select all model charts" and "Select all Lithology charts" and export them. If only
one information type is available, the exported chart will contain only that type. As noted
before, only construction, lithology and model information can be combined in one chart, so the
LAS chart will always be plotted separately from other well information.
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4.2

Aquifer Test Data Tool

The Aquifer Test Data Tool provides for a quick preview of water level measurements from an
aquifer test. The tool provides the capability to calculate drawdown from the water level
measurements and to generate charts of changes in water level and of drawdown over time.
For many of the aquifer tests the aquifer response is not reported as a water elevation above
mean sea level. Rather the aquifer response is reported in measurements such as depth, feet of
water, or pressure head. The measurement unit of depth is likely from ground surface or top of
casing but often the reference datum for the depth measurement is not provided. Similarly, “feet
of water” or “pressure” likely represents the “feet of water” or “pressure” above a transducer but
the location of the transducer is not provided. For aquifer test data, where water level change is
not reported in units of elevation, a user should review the aquifer test document and determine
how best to convert the measurements into an elevation if a true water elevation is desired.
A drawdown chart plots the changes in the measured water levels over time. The tool plots
drawdown as a function of elapsed time. The tool calculates drawdown relative to the water
level at the start of the aquifer test and calculates elapsed time relative to the start of the aquifer
test. The tool provides a user with the option of selecting the start of the aquifer test.
The tools is activated by double clicking the application Aquifer Test Data Tool located in the
directory software\Aquifer Test Data Tool. Figure 4-13 shows the tool’s user interface prior to a
well selection. Upon opening the tool, a user should specify the directory (the default directory
is software\Aquifer Test Tool) containing the aquifer test data files. These files include the
information (INF) and aquifer test data (ATD) text files, which are discussed in Appendix L and
Section 2.4.1. As shown in Figure 4-13, wells with aquifer test data will be listed on the right
side. After a user selects a well, the tool will populate the gray boxes listed in the “Selected Well
Information” and the “Chart Options” sections as shown in Figure 4-14. In Figures 4-13
and 4-14, a user can only enter values for the white boxes. The gray boxes are locked and are
automatically populated by the tool using information from the INF and the ATD files.
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Figure 4-13

Aquifer Test Tool user interface prior to a well selection. (The path shown in the
red rectangle designates the location of the aquifer test data files).

Figure 4-14

Aquifer Test Tool user interface after a well selection.

4.2.1

Generate a Water Level Chart

After the aquifer test data has been uploaded into the Aquifer Test Data Tool, a user can generate
a water level chart by clicking the “Linear Plot of Water Level” button located on the “Water
Level” tab shown in Figure 4-14. Figure 4-15 shows a water level chart generated for well
“G1550020E", for which the water levels are measured as “ft of water.” Figure 4-16 shows a
water level chart for well "G1470023D", for which water level are measured as a “depth to
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water”. For all water level charts, the x axis represents time (expressed as a date) and the y axis
represents a measurement of the water level.
In order to plot a particular time period, a user can adjust the range for the chart axes by entering
values in the white boxes in the “Chart Options” section of the user interface. As shown in
Figure 4-14 the white boxes permit the user to enter values for the minimum and maximum
values for the water levels (or other comparable measurement) on both chart axes. In addition, a
user can adjust the chart format parameters such as font size and image width in the “General
Chart Options” section. After a chart has been generated, the user can either save a chart image
by clicking on the “Save Chart” button shown in Figure 4-15 or save an ASCII version (as a
“txt” file) of the plotted data by clicking on the “Export Data” button. Both the image and the
text file are created in the directory listed in the “Target Directory” box.

Figure 4-15

Water level chart for Well G1550020E for which water level were measured as an
elevation.

Figure 4-16

Water level chart for Well G1470023D for which water level were measured as a
depth to water.
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4.2.2

Generate a Drawdown Chart

After the aquifer test data has been uploaded into the Aquifer Test Data Tool, a user can plot
drawdown by clicking the “Semilog Plot of Drawdown” button located on the “Drawdown” tab
shown in Figure 4-17. The tool’s user interface allows the user to override default values for the
starting date and time of the aquifer pump test and the range for the drawdown values.

Figure 4-17

Aquifer Test Tool user interface showing options on the Drawdown Tab.

All drawdown charts are plotted on a semilog scale. The x axis is the logarithm (base 10) of
elapsed days. The x axis is hard-coded to begin at 0.042 days (1 hour) and to end at 3 days
(36 hours). The label for the y axis is either “Drawdown” or “Measurement Difference.” The
“Drawdown” label is used when the water level is reported as elevation (feet msl). The
“Measurement Difference” label is used when the water level change is measured in units other
than elevation (feet, msl). For most cases, the units of “Measurement Difference” is typically
feet. The user should note that the measurement unit for the water level affects the slope of the
drawdown plot. For example, Figures 4-18 and 4-19 show drawdown charts for instances where
the water level measurement was in “ft of water” and “depth”, respectively. In Figure 4-18 the
slope of the best-fit line is negative whereas in Figure 4-19 the slope of the best-fit line is
positive.
If a user clicks on the boxes for “Plot regression line” and “Show Line Regression,” the chart
will be modified to show the results of both actions as shown in Figure 4-20. The regression is
performed on the data because the slope from the fitted line can be used to calculate
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transmissivity using the Cooper-Jacob straight-line method (Cooper and Jacob, 1946). The
regression line is developed using data points that occur between the minimum and maximum
elapsed time in the white boxes shown on the Drawdown Tab in Figure 4-17. If the user enters
no values for test boxes, the regression is developed using all of the data. To help demonstrate
the regression line option, approximately fifty drawdown plots with fitted regressions are
included in the directory \charts\Aquifer Test Charts.

Figure 4-18

Semilog draw down chart for Well G1550020E for which water level were
measured as an elevation.

Figure 4-19

Semilog draw down chart for Well G1470023D for which water level were measured
as a depth to water.
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Figure 4-20

Semilog drawdown chart for Well G1550020E that includes a regression line and
equation for the regression line.

Figure 4-21

Semilog draw down chart for Well G1470023D that includes a regression line and
equation for the regression line.

4.2.3

Calculation of Transmissivity Using the CJSL Method

The Aquifer Test Data Tool provides the option for calculating the transmissivity from the slope
of the semilog plot of drawdown versus time using the Cooper-Jacob Straight-Line (CJSL)
method (Cooper and Jacob, 1946). This option was used to calculate a transmissivity of 624
ft2/day for G1550020E by populating the boxes on the right-hand side of the form under the title
“Parameters for Transmissivity” and then clicking on the “Calculate” button. Figure 4-22 shows
the parameter values used to calculate transmissivity of 624 ft2/day For this application, the
pumping rate of 250 gpm is based on information in the PDF file G1550020E_ PTO.pdf in
directory data\PDF\147\1470023\G1470023D and on pumping rate in the ADT file
G1550020E_ATD.csv in directory software\Aquifer Test Data Tool. Both of these files indicate
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that the pumping test was performed at a constant pumping rate of 250 gpm. The thickness of
the aquifer was set to the vertical interval of the well screen, which is 116 feet. The length of the
well interval is calculated from the well construction information in PDF file G1550020E_
DFD.pdf , which is shown in Figure 4-23 and is located in directory
data\PDF\147\1470023\G1470023D. Figure 4-24 shows a chart of the well information created
by the TCEQ Database Tool. Figure 4-24 shows that the well screen is located within a sandy
deposit and immediately below a clayey deposit and that the well screen is below the base of the
current Northern Trinity GAM.
In order to help evaluate whether well bore storage effects could be a concern, the option exists
to calculate the minimum time required for these effects to dissipate based on the findings of
Papadopulos and Cooper (1967). To perform this check, the value for the casing radius is
entered in the appropriate box. The radius of 0.42 feet is obtained from the well construction
information in Figure 4-23. Based on a radius of 0.42 feet, the required time for well bore
storage effects to dissipate is 0.07 days, or 1.7 hours. Because the aquifer test data used to
calculated the transmissivity occurred after 2 hours of pumping, the calculated transmissivity is
determine not to be affected well bore storage effects.

Figure 4-22

Calculation of transmissivity and well bore storage effects using the Aquifer Test
Data Tool.
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Figure 4-23

PDF of the Driller’s Formation Description Document for Well G1550020E.

Figure 4-24

Chart of the well construction, lithology, and model layers for the Northern Trinity
GAM for PWS Well G1550020E.
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This appendix explains the installation of the project software and data.

Directory and File Structure of the Project Files
The project software and data is contained within a single folder on a hard drive submitted to the
TWDB as part of the project’s final deliverable. This folder is called “TWDBGMA8.” The
folder “TWDBGMA8” contains over 50,000 files that require approximately 10 GB of disk
space. Figure A-1 shows the file structure for folder “TWDBGMA8.”

Note: the “Well Information
Tool” ArcMap addin “WellInformationIllustrator.esriAddIn
is located in the root directory.

Figure A-1

File Structure Schema for the PDF Files

Step 1 of a Two-Step Project Installation: Copy Project Files onto Hard Drive
The installation of the project files requires two steps. The first step is the copy the entire
directory structure and files in “TWDBGMA8” onto a computer hard drive. After a successful
file structure, the hard driver should have the same file structure shown in Figure A-1. A critical
aspect of using the project files is to make sure that ArcMap and the Project tools will find the
location of the project data. To insure that the project files will be properly assessed, the user
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needs to check, and if appropriate change, the directory paths by using the Well Information
Tool Configuration described in Appendix B.

Step 2 of a Two-Step Project Installation: Registering the Well Information
Tool
Being an add-in program for ArcMap, the Well Information Tool needs to be registered with the
ArcMap software application prior to use. To install the tool , ArcMap 10 or higher will have to
be on the user’s computer. Also since the application is reading the Master Table (see
Section 3.2), which is Microsoft Excel 2007 format, the user needs to have Microsoft Office
2007 or a later version of Microsoft Office installed on the computer.
The installation file of Well Information Tool is an executable file “setup.esriAddIn". The
default file folder for the file “setup.AddIn” is the root directory “TWDBGMA8” (see
Figure A-1). To install the program, a user needs to double-click on this executable file
(setup.esriAddIn).
After a successful installation of the add-in program, a user will receive the following notice:

To integrate the installed add-in application into ArcMap, a user opens ArcMap application, and
goes to the menu, go to "Customize" -> "Customize Mode".

In the pop out window, the user goes to the "Commands" tab, and then clicks "INTERA" in the
category list on the left. (Note: a user may need to scroll down the list to find it the “INTERA”
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category list). Then in the commands list on the right, the user needs to drag-and-drop all the
commands onto the ArcMap tool bar as shown in Figure A-2.
After the successful completion of the above tasks, a user will be able to see the command
buttons on the tool bar. By clicking on the command buttons, a user can invoke the functions
supported by our solution.

Figure A-2: File Selection of INTERA Tool Set Under the Command Button Tab

Location of Project Data Tools: Aquifer Test Data Tool and TCEQ Database
Tool
The Aquifer Test Data Tool and TCEQ Database Tools are applications that are installed onto
the computer during the copying of the project folder TWDBGMA8 onto a hard drive.
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The application for the TCEQ Database Tool is called AquiferTestDataTool.exe and it is located
in the directory "TWDBGMA8\software\Aquifer Test Data Tool\". To active the tool, double
click on the application file.
The application for the TCEQ Database Tool is called TCEQDatabaseTool.exe and it is located
in the directory "TWDBGMA8\software\TCEQ Database Tool\". To active the tool, double
click on the application file. This application requires that Microsoft .NET 4.0 be installed on
the computer before using the TCEQ Database Tool. If the .NET 4.0 software package is not
installed on the computer, the installation of the Net 4.0 framework is implemented by doubling
clicking on the installation file dotNetFx40Full_x86_x64.exe, which is located in the same
directory as the tool (aka "TWDBGMA8\software\TCEQ Database Tool\").

Location of Project Data Files
Table A-1 lists the directories that contain the project data and a ArcMap map document file
linked to the geodatabase.
Table A-1

Location of Project Data

Directory Contained in Main
Folder TWDBGMA8
\Data\
\Data\AquiferTestData\PDF
\Data\GIS

\Data\GIS

\Charts\Aquifer Test Charts
\Charts\Well Information
Charts
\Software\TCEQ Database
Tool
\Software\TCEQ Database
Tool\config\las_files
\Software\TCEQ Database
Tool\config\Model_layers
\Software\AquiferTest Data
Tool
\Software\AquiferTest Data
Tool

Description of Data File(s) in this Directory
Master file named GMA8.xls , which is an Excel file that describes what
information has been collected on a PWS well
PDF files (*.pdf) of all scanned information documents
Geodatabase file named GMA8_Geodatabase.mdb, which contains numerous
shape files, the TWDB Access database, and tables of the information contained
aquifer test ATD and INF files
An ArcMap map document file called Wells.mxd that visualizes the feature
classes, feature data sets and tables in the geodatabase file
GMA8_Geodatabase.mdb.
Chart images (*.jpg) of aquifer test information created by the Aquifer Test Data
Tool.
Chart images (*.jpg) of well information (lithology, well construction, model
layers, geophysical logs) created by the TCEQ Database Tool
The application “TCEQ Test Data Tool.exe” for creating images well
construction, lithology, model layers, and geophysical logs.
Text files (*.LAS) of geophysical log information in LAS format (LAS files)
Comma delimited text files (*.csv) that provide the model layer information
Comma delimited text files (csv) containing aquifer test data (the ATD Files).
The application “Aquifer Test Data Tool.exe” for creating images of aquifer test
information
Text files (*.txt) containing information about the aquifer test ( the INF Files)
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TCEQ PDF Files
As shown in Table A-1, all of the PDF files are stored in the folder called
"TWDBGMA8/Data/AquiferTestData/PDF". Within this folder, the files are organized
according to the naming schema described in Section 2.1. As shown in Figure A-3, under the
PDF folder the TCEQ PDF files are first organized by the county code. Each county has a
county designation number and the files belonging to a certain county will go under the
corresponding county folder. Next, the files are further classified by Public Water Supply ID. If
a well belongs to a Public Water Supply company, then all its related files will be located under
the PWS folder. Finally, each well will have its own folder within which all of the wells PDF
files are stored. When interacting with the Well Information Tool, the TCEQ PDF folder has to
be known by the software and has to remain exactly the same structure as the above figure.

Figure A-3

File Structure Schema for the PDF Files

Aquifer Test Data and the Geodatabase
The Aquifer Test Data files are the digitalized version of scanned pumping test data files listed in
the Master Table ( see the PTO files in Table 3-1). The aquifer test data files consist of
information about the pumping test ( INF files) and the drawdown data collected during the
aquifer tests (ATD files). The INF and ATD files, which are used by the Aquifer Test Tool are
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stored in the directory TWDBGMA8/Software/AquiferTestData. The ATD files have a “csv”
file extension and the INF files have a “txt” file extension.
To support review and/or analysis of the information contained in the ATD and the INF files
without using the Aquifer Test Tool, the data and the ATD and the INF information is also
included as tables in the geodatabase GMA8_Geodatabase.mdb. Within
GMA8_Geodatabase.mdb, tables named tblInf and tblAtd contain the information in the INF and
the ATD files, respectively. Table tblInf contains one record for each INF file. Table tblAtd
contains one record for every drawdown entry in an ATD file. Thus, a ATD file with
48 measurements of drawdown will occupy 48 records in the Table tblAtd. Also included in
Geodatabase.mdb are the tables tblLas and tblPath. Table tblPath lists the paths to the PDF files
associated with each PWS wells. Table tblLas list the resistivity and spontaneous potential
measurements for the PWS wells with LAS files.
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APPENDIX B
Project Configuration Files
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This Appendix explains two configuration files that a user can use to set paths to working project
files. These files are called; “ Well Information Tool Configuration File” and the “TCEQ Well
Database Tool Configuration File.”

Well Information Tool Configuration
The Well Information Tool uses several data sources that may or may not reside in the same
folder. A configuration file of the application stores the locations of the data sources. The first
time the project software is used on a computer, the user needs to check to make sure that the
configuration file has the proper locations of data sources for the project applications.
Four data sources must be specified correctly: 1) the master table file, 2) folder of INF data, 3)
folder of ATD data and 4) folder of TCEQ PDF files.
To configure the data sources, you will need to use the "Configuration" tool from the Well
Information Tool. You can find this tool along with other tools in "INTERA" category
("Customize" -> "Customize Mode" -> "Commands" -> "INTERA"). After importing the tool to
ArcMap, you can begin the configuration process by clicking the

button.

In the pop up window, choose the paths for the four items.

The master table has to be a worksheet named "MasterTable" in a Microsoft Excel file. The INF
and ATD files are in separate folders. Finally, the TCEQ PDF files will all be stored in one
folder. After specifying each item, you can click "OK" button to finish the configuration.
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A user can change the paths anytime when you moved the data to other hard drives or folders.
Users can also change the TCEQ Database path in the TCEQ Query Tool form and change the
chart folders in the Well Information Lookup form.

TCEQ Database Tool Configuration
After installation, the default file folder for the file that lists the model layer elevation at each
well location is “TWDBGMA8\software\TCEQ Database Tool\config\model_layers\”.
The default dem file is "TWDBGMA8\software\TCEQ Database Tool\config\dem\
pws_wells_gridtopelev_dem.csv".
The default file folder for the geophysical log files is "TWDBGMA8\software\TCEQ Database
Tool\config\las_files\".
The locations of the three above items are recorded in the configuration file for the TCEQ
Database Tool.
The default location for the configuration file is "TWDBGMA8\software\TCEQ Database
Tool\config\app.ini". Within the configuration file, the above three items are recorded as relative
paths under the following names:


dem_files



model_layer_files



LAS_file_directories

The "dem_files" item specifies the location of the well dem files. By default, the file is under
"dem" folder of the configuration folder. Since the path is relative in the file, the location is
recorded as "dem\ pws_wells_gridtopelev_dem.csv". It is not recommended for a user to change
it.
The "model_layer_files" item specifies the location of the model layer files which are then used
to generate model charts in TCEQ Database Tool. You can specify different model layer files in
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this item by following the convention below:
model_file_foler\model_file_name: model name
By default, the model file for the TCEQ Database Tool is: "TWDBGMA8\software\TCEQ
Database Tool\config\ Trinity_gAM_pws_wells.csv". If you want to add another model file, it is
recommended that you put the file in the "TWDBGMA8\software\TCEQ Database Tool\config\
" folder so that you can write in the configuration file a new layer item:
model_layers\YOUR_MODEL_FILE_NAME: YOUR MODEL NAME
The model file should be a csv file that is similar to the Trinity_gAM_pws_wells.csv file (the
default model layer file). The model name will appear in the chart generation tab in TCEQ Well
Database Tool.
The "LAS_file_directories" item specifies the location of geophysical log files. By default, it
locates at ""TWDBGMA8\software\TCEQ Database Tool\config\las_files". It is not
recommended for a user the change the default value.
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APPENDIX C
Examples of Driller’s Formation Descriptions
(DFD)
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Figure C-1

First Example (G0570058J) of a Driller’s Formation Description.
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Figure C-1

First Example (G0570048J) of a Driller’s Formation Description. (con’t)
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Figure C-2

Second Example (G0570050C) of a Driller’s Formation Description.
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Figure C-3

Third Example (G1090001D) of a Driller’s Formation Description.
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Figure C-4

Third Example(G109001C) of a Driller’s Formation Description.
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APPENDIX D
Examples of Driller’s Well Construction
(DWC)
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Figure D-1

First Example of Driller’s Well Construction.
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Figure D-2

Second Example of Driller’s Well Construction.
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Figure D-3

Third Example of Driller’s Well Construction.
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APPENDIX E
Examples of Electric Resistivity and/or
Spontaneous Potential Logs
(SPR)
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Figure E-1

First Example of Electric Resistivity and/or Spontaneous Potential Log (First Page).
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Figure E-2

First Example of Electric Resistivity and/or Spontaneous Potential Log (con’t)
(Second Page).
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Figure E-3

Second Example of Electric Resistivity and/or Spontaneous Potential Log.
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APPENDIX F
Examples of Gamma and Gamma-Gamma Logs
(GMM)
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Figure F-1

First Example of Gamma and Gamma-Gamma Log (First Page).
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`
Figure F-2

First Example of Gamma and Gamma-Gamma Log (con’t) (Second Page).
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APPENDIX G
Examples of Pumping Test Information
(PTO)
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Figure G-1

First Example of Pumping Test Information (First Page).
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Figure G-2

Second Example of Pumping Information (Second Page).Test
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Figure G-3

Third Example of Pumping Test Information.
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APPENDIX H
Examples of PWS System Notes
(PSN)
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Figure H-1

First Example of PWS System Notes.
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Figure H-2

Second Example of PWS System Notes.
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APPENDIX I
Examples of Raw Water Geochemistry
(RWG)
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Figure I-1

First Examples of Raw Water Geochemistry.
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Figure I-2

Second Example of Raw Water Geochemistry.
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Figure I-3

Thrid Example of Raw Water Geochemistry.
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Figure I-4

Fourth Example of Raw Water Geochemistry.
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APPENDIX J
Examples of State of Texas Plugging Report
(STP)
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Figure J-1

First Example of State of Texas Plugging Report.
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Figure J-2

Second Example of State of Texas Plugging Report.
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APPENDIX K
Examples of Well Schedule: USGS, TWDB, UGCD
(WSC)
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Figure K-1

First Example of Well Schedule: USGS, TWDB, UGCD (First Page).
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Figure K-2

First Example of Well Schedule: USGS, TWDB, UGCD (con’t) (Second Page).
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Figure K-3

First Example of Well Schedule: USGS, TWDB, UGCD (con’t) (Third Page).
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Figure K-4

Second Example of Well Schedule: USGS, TWDB, UGCD (First Page).
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Figure K-5

Second Example of Well Schedule: USGS, TWDB, UGCD (con’t) (Second Page).
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Figure K-6

Second Example of Well Schedule: USGS, TWDB, UGCD (con’t) (Third Page).
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Figure K-7

Second Example of Well Schedule: USGS, TWDB, UGCD (con’t) (Fourth Page).
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APPENDIX L
Description of the Information (INF) Files
for the Aquifer Test Data
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The information (INF) files are named using a well ID name as the root name and the three
letters “txt” as the file extension. The INF files have to follow this naming convention in order
for the Aquifer Test Data Tool to find and read the INF files. The Aquifer Test Data Tool reads
the INF files to determine what information is available from the aquifer test and what columns
of information are in the aquifer test data (ATD) file. Table L-1 describes the inputs associated
with each of the information lines. Several of the INF inputs are based on a preliminary review
of the data. Values such as start of the aquifer test or initial estimate of static water level may be
modified as hydrogeologist review and use the files. Figure L-1 and L-2 provides examples of
INF files.
The INF file contains twenty-nine lines of information. Lines 1 and 2 provide the well name
and its group category, which will be discussed in the next paragraph. Line 3 indicates whether
the ATD file is for the single-well pumping test or for a multiwell pumping test. Lines 4, 5, 6,
and 7 were created for future use and are not used for this project. Line 8 marks whether or not
the PDF of the aquifer test should be checked based on concerns with the initial assessment of
the integrity of the aquifer test . Line 9 is a flag indicate whether or not the aquifer test is 36
hours or longer. Lines, 10 11, and 13 provides information on the static water level. If no static
water level was identify from the PT0 file, then a value of zero is used. Line 14 to 18 provide
information on the starting and ending date and time of the aquifer test. If the starting date and
time was not identified in the PT0 file, then the date of January 1, 1900 was assumed. Thus, the
data stamp of January 1, 1900 is an indicator that the date is unknown. Line 19 is the length of
the aquifer test calculated from the start and ending aquifer test times. Lines 20 and 21 provide
information on the time information in the ADT file. Lines 23 and 24 provide information on the
water level information in the ADT file. Lines 25 and 26 provide information on the flowrate in
the ATD file. Line 27 is flag that provides an estimate of the uncertainty with some of the
information entered in Lines 2 through 26. A low uncertainty level indicates that the values are
fairly reliable but should be check. A high values indicates that the values need to be check
before any evaluation of the data is performed. Line 28 is used by INTERA to locate a hardcopy
of the PDF in a notebook. Line 29 is reserved for comments by future users of the INF and ATD
files.
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Table L-1

Description of the Input Records for the Information (INF) Files.

Line #

Input

Description

1

cmbWellName

2

cmbCategory

3

frmOF1

=1 if a single well test, <0 if an observation file with negative number representing the radial
distance

4

frmPR1

=1 if not relevant, Reserved for future use in case pumping rates are put into a separate file
(not used in current project, option is for future use)

5

frmRF1

=1 if not relevant,Reserved for future use in case recovery rates are put into a separate
file(not used in current project, option is for future use)

6

frmMT1

=2 if not relevant, Reserved for future use in case different pumping periods are put into a
separate files (not used in current project, option is for future use)

7

frmSI1

=2 if not relevant, Reserved for future use in case screen information will be placed into a
separate files(not used in current project, option is for future use)

8

frmCP1

=2 if not relevant, Reserved for future use to in case critical information from aquifer test
document goes into a separate fle

9

frmTL1

=1 if aquifer test is less than 36 hours, =2 if aquifer test is 36 hours or greater

10

txtSW

11

txtSWD

12

cmbSW_U

13

txtSD

14

txtSD_T

15

txtED

16

txtED_T

End time of aquifer test in format of HH.MM:SS AM/PM.

17

chkEDT

Check on end time. -1= valued date and time.

18

chkSDT

Check on start time. -1= valued date and time.

19

txtDUR

Duration of test calculated based on start time and end time

20

txtTD

21

txtTD_U

22

txtSD_T

23

cmbWL

24

cmbWL_U

25

cmbFR

26

cmbFR_U

27

txtUN

Uncertainty associated with the aquifer test values. Options are “Low”,”Moderate”, and
‘High”

28

txtNN

INTERA booking keeping number. Notebook number in which aquifer test document is

Name of public water supply well
Category based on amount and type of data available for ATD file

Value for static water level
Measurement for static water level. Options are: elevation ft msl, depth below TOC, dpeth
below ground surface, depth, feet above pump, unknown
Measurement unit for static water level. Options are feet, psi, inches of water, unknown
Start date of aquifer test in format of mm/dd/yyyy. If date unknown then default date is
01/01/1900
Start time of aquifer test in format of HH.MM:SS AM/PM.
End date of aquifer test in format of mm/dd/yyyy. If date unknown then default date is
01/01/1900

Two options. “Absolute” indicates that time in ADT file is in terms of date and hours.
“Relative” indicates that time is entered as elapsed time.
Measurement units for the time in the ADT file. Options are hours, minutes, or seconds
Property measured to indicate water level during aquifer test. Options are “elevation ft msl.”
“depth of water,” “pressure,” “feet above pump,” “feet”, and unknown
Units of measurment ofr water level. Options are feet, meters, psi
Flowrate for aquifte test. Options are “Rate” meaning flowrates are provided or “Volume”
meaning only the total volume pumped is provided
Units of the flowrate. Options are gpm, cubic feet per second, or barrels
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kept
29

Comments

Comments to be added by users who have reviewed the data

To assist with managing the data entry, all of the aquifer tests were reviewed and assigned a
category number from 1 to 5. As a general rule, the higher group numbers are associated with a
greater amount of water level information than the lower group number. The rationale for
assigning the different categories is as follows: .

Category 1
A Category 1 is assigned to an aquifer test that has insufficient information for estimating a
reliable transmissivity value using analytical solutions. Among the major deficiencies that are
reasons for assigning a Category1 ranking are the following:
 the data sheet are too faded and/or illegible to read,
 the data sheet is a rating curve or a mechanical test for a submersible groundwater pump,
 the measured water levels were taken over less than a 2 hour time period,
 a large initial drawdown was followed with less than a foot of drawdown over the next 24
hours of pumping,
 no pumping rates or no drawdown data was provided,
 there were less than five different water measurement and fewer pumping rate
measurements taken during the aquifer,
Table L-2 lists several of the pumping test PDFs that will be placed into Category 1. All aquifers
assigned a Category 1 are identified in the Master Table (see Figure 2-1) by the letters “NA” or
“Graph” in the columns representing the information (INF) and aquifer test (ATD) files. The
“NA” stands for not applicable. The “Graph” means that no tabulated data was provided for the
pumping test but a graph of the water levels over time was provided. The graph of the water
level may or may not provide any pumping information. Of the approximate seventy aquifer test
PDFs grouped a Category 1, nine of these contained some type of graphed data. These nine
aquifer tests are for PWS wells G16600026G, G2270324E, G2270324G, G2270324H,
G2270324I, G2270324J, G2200243B, G1260071B, and G0270124B.
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Table L-2

Several Aquifer Tests Classified as Category 1.

PWS Well ID

Explanation for Classifying as Group 1

G2270324J

No tabulated time-series data is available; pumping test data has been submitted
as a plot of drawdown over time

G2270281A

No tabulated time-series data is available; there is only one drawdown value and
only one pumping rate value; pumping test data consists of only a few numbers
that represent an average or final condition

G2130037A

No tabulated time-series drawdown data is available; entire data consists of seven
pumping rate values measured over a 24-hour period

G2130009F

Only three measured water levels and pumping rates are provided, initial water
level prior to start of pumping test appears to be missing

Category 2
Aquifer Tests that appear to have a constant value of drawdown for the majority of the pumping
test are classified as Category 2. Category 2 Aquifer Tests may have relatively few or numerous
tabulated values of drawdown and pumping rates over time. The adequacy of the number of data
points is not a primarily consideration for placing an Aquifer Tests into Category 2. The primary
evaluation criteria are that for the majority of the pumping test, the change in water table is very
small and typically less than a foot. Among the possible reasons for the relatively constant
drawdown for most of the test is a pumping rate did not stress the aquifer stress, inadequate
precision in either the measurement equipment or the measurement procedure, and or errors with
recording the measured water level changes. Table L-3 lists several of the aquifer tests placed
into Category 2. Included in Table L- 3 are brief explanations to why the pumping test PDFs
will be placed into Category 2.
Table L-3
PWS Well ID

Several Aquifer Tests Classified as Category 2.
Explanation for Classifying as Group 2

G1260017T

Tabulated values for the measured pumping rate and the water level elevations are the
same value for the entire pumping test

G1160002A

The tabulated values for the pumping rate are either 150 gpm or 120 gpm . For all 150
gpm values, the water levels are 452 feet. For all 120 gpm values, the water level are 447
feet.

G1260011E

The tabulated water level measurements are 880 feet for elapsed times greater than 2
hours.

G1260004F

The tabulated water level measurements are 970 feet for elapsed times greater than 2
hour.
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Category 3
Aquifer Tests with tabulated data should be classified as Category 3 if one of following three
situations is valid: 1) the number of tabulated water level measurements are relatively few and
can be quickly recorded; 2) the water level measurements are not easily recognized because of
partially illegible text and thus some interpretation is needed in the data entry process, and 3) the
aquifer test data is not well organized and extraction of information involves a careful
examination of the header information and/or unit conversions. Table L-4 lists several of the
pumping test PDFs that will be placed into Category 3.

Table L-4
PWS Well ID

Several Aquifer Tests Classified as Category 3.
Explanation for Classifying as Group 3

G0610049P

There are relatively few tabulated values (about 35) for water level elevation and
pumping rates and the tabulated values are well organized

G0570048B

The digit for the hour of the measurement has been cut off as a result of improper
Xeroxing prior to the submittal to the tabulated data to the TCEQ. As a result, the hour
of the measurements need to be inferred from the spacing of the measurements between
the 12 noon and 12 midnight markers, which are legible.

G0610035C

The tabulated drawdown data has units of lbs. in an airline. The tabulated pumping rate
data has units of inches measured in an orifice. Both the drawdown and the pumping
rate data needs to be converted into conventional units of measure compatible with the
majority of the other aquifer tests. The conversions needs to be performed by the data
entry specialist as part of the data entry process.

G1260004D

The data sheet is difficult to decipher because of copious notes and numerous types of
data are contained on two hard-written sheets.

Category 4
Aquifer Tests with data relatively well organized are classified as Category 4. In order to
streamline the data entry process and to focus on the most relevant data for aquifer test analysis
the following guidelines will be used for the data entry:


For the first 2 hours of the aquifer test, neither drawdown nor pumping rate data will be
transferred into a text file at a time interval less than 1 minute.
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For the time period extending from elapsed time of 2 hours to 24 hours, neither
drawdown nor pumping rate data will be transferred into a text file at a time intervals less
than 15 minutes.



For the time period extending beyond 24 hours, neither drawdown nor pumping rate data
will be transferred into a text file at a time intervals less than 30 minutes.

Table J-5 lists several of the pumping test PDFs that will be placed into Category 4.
Table J-5
PWS Well ID

Several Aquifer Tests Classified as Category 4
Explanation for Classifying as Group 4

G2270369C

The tabulated pumping rate and water level values are well organized and plentiful. The
start and end of the pumping test are clearly marked. This example shows water level
measured as a depth below a fixed datum.

G2270324B

The tabulated pumping rate and water level values are well organized and plentiful. The
start and end of the pumping test can be determined from the available information.
Within the first 2 hours, the measurement time interval between 1 and 5 minutes is
necessary to capture the change in the pumping rate from 64 gpm to 13 gpm. .

G2490056B

The tabulated pumping rate and water level values are well organized. The water level
units are in pounds per square inch and therefore will need to be converted in order to
make them consistent with the majority of the other measurements.

G2460022J

The tabulated water level value are well organized. The pumping rate information
consists only of a starting, ending and average pumping rate. Because of the lack of
pumping rate information, a separate pumping rate file will be created.

Category 5
Aquifer Tests with drawdown values collected at intervals of 5 minutes or less for most of the
are classified as Category 5. The Category 5 likely represents aquifer tests where dataloggers
were used to collect data at relatively small time intervals. An example of a Category 5 aquifer
test is the aquifer test for well G027012C, which has more than 5,500 drawdown values over a
95 hour period. Data from Category 5 files entered manually using the same guidelines for
Category 4.
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G0700043C
Category 4
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
928
Depth Below GS
ft
9/6/2005
10:30:00 AM
9/8/2005
12:00:00 AM
-1
-1
37.5
Absolute
hours
10:30:00 AM
Depth To Water
ft
Rate
gpm
Low
4d
Null
Figure L-1

#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#

cmbWellName
cmbCategory
frmOF1
frmPR1
frmRF1
frmMT1
frmSI1
frmCP1
frmTL1
txtSW
txtSWD
cmbSW_U
txtSD
txtSD_T
txtED
txtED_T
chkEDT
chkSDT
txtDUR
txtTD
txtTD_U
txtSD_T
cmbWL
cmbWL_U
cmbFR
cmbFR_U
txtUN
txtNN
Comments

Information File for Well G0700043C.
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.
G0720037C
Category 2
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
80.85
ft of Water
ft
5/3/2001
12:00:00 AM
5/4/2001
12:00:00 PM
-1
-1
36
Absolute
hours
12:00:00 AM
ft of Water
ft
Rate
gpm
Low
2b
Null
Figure L-2

#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#

cmbWellName
cmbCategory
frmOF1
frmPR1
frmRF1
frmMT1
frmSI1
frmCP1
frmTL1
txtSW
txtSWD
cmbSW_U
txtSD
txtSD_T
txtED
txtED_T
chkEDT
chkSDT
txtDUR
txtTD
txtTD_U
txtSD_T
cmbWL
cmbWL_U
cmbFR
cmbFR_U
txtUN
txtNN
Comments

Information File for Well G0720037C.
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APPENDIX M
Files for Delineating Model Layers
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The Model Layer File is used by the TCEQ Database Tool to develop a chart of the model
layers at a well location. Figure M-1 shows the structure of the model layer file. The first
column is the unique identifier in the PWS Database File assigned to the PWS Well ID, which is
listed in column 3. Column 2 lists the PWS associated with the Well ID. Columns 4 and 5 are
the row and column in which the PWS well is located. Column 6 is a variable called RC. The
variable RC is created by multiplying the row by 1000 and adding the column to the number.
So that the RC created by row 2 and column 1 is 2001. Columns 7 through 13 provide the top
elevation of Model Layers 1 through 6 for the designated row and column. Column 8 provides
the bottom elevation of Model Layer 6. Columns 9 through 15 provide the thickness of Model
Layers 1 through 6 for the designated row and column. A value of “0” is entered in Columns 7
through 15 if the Model Layer does not exist at the designated row and column.
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FID_1

PWS_ID

WELL ID

734 730019 G0730019A

Row

top1

top2

top3

top4

top5

top6

top7

bot7

thk1

175

Col

73 175073

rc

‐645.9

‐669.3

‐1238

‐1264

‐2070

‐2099

‐2254

‐2899

23.43 568.37

thk2

thk3

‐2777 34.218

thk4

thk5

thk6

thk7

26.15 806.29 28.459 154.99 645.42

736 730021 G0730021B

173

84 173084

‐559.5

‐593.7

‐1165

‐1186

‐1960

‐1995

‐2188

165 270120 G0270120C

135

5 135005

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

571.8 20.501 773.93 35.235 192.76 589.26
0

0

0

0

0

0 270118 G0270118B

137

5 137005

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

155 270078 G0270078B

137

5 137005

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

135 270045 G0270045A

137

9 137009

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

136 270045 G0270045B

137

9 137009

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

137 270045 G0270045F

137

9 137009

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

120 270018 G0270018A

117

23 117023

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

121 270018 G0270018B

117

23 117023

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

122 270018 G0270018C

117

23 117023

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

35 140159 G0140159A

139

46 139046

0

0

0 889.39 591.37 539.77 465.34 344.33

0

0

‐889.4 298.01 51.603 74.432 121.01

143 270052 G0270052C

135

12 135012

0

0

0

0 920.35 873.23 833.35 747.21

0

0

0

160 270099 G0270099A

123

8 123008

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

166 270124 G0270124A

137

16 137016

0

0

0 1356.2 1001.3 946.84 892.44 785.26

0

0

‐1356 354.85 54.474 54.405 107.18

167 270124 G0270124B

137

16 137016

0

0

0 1356.2 1001.3 946.84 892.44 785.26

0

0

‐1356 354.85 54.474 54.405 107.18

150 270059 G0270059A

122

7 122007

0

0

0

0

0

130 270042 G0270042A

130

22 130022

0 1485.1 1441.7 1409.9 1231.1 1180.4 1125.5 1010.6

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

‐920.3 47.117 39.878 86.142
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

‐1485 43.402 31.841 178.81 50.707 54.853 114.88

131 270042 G0270042B

130

22 130022

0 1485.1 1441.7 1409.9 1231.1 1180.4 1125.5 1010.6

‐1485 43.402 31.841 178.81 50.707 54.853 114.88

163 270108 G0270108A

130

22 130022

0 1485.1 1441.7 1409.9 1231.1 1180.4 1125.5 1010.6

‐1485 43.402 31.841 178.81 50.707 54.853 114.88

157 270091 G0270091A

129

13 129013

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

148 270055 G0270055A

128

18 128018

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

144 270053 G0270053A

123

15 123015

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

145 270053 G0270053B

123

15 123015

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

146 270053 G0270053C

123

15 123015

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

164 270113 G0270113B

139

27 139027

0 1158.8 1138.8 1103.7 872.42 809.97 720.17 588.78

‐1159

231.3 62.447 89.799

131.4

138 270047 G0270047A

117

17 117017

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

139 270047 G0270047B

117

17 117017

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

171 270132 G0270132A

117

17 117017

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Figure M-1
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The First Twenty-Nine Records of the Model Layer File
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APPENDIX N
TWDB Comments and Response to Comments
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General Comments
General Comments: Installation directions for accessing the database are important and should
be the first files in the Appendix, maybe moving them to Appendix A from Appendix L with
some reference in the Executive Summary would be helpful. The file organization in the
download were difficult to follow in the current format, please look at reorganizing and
renaming into a simpler, more intuitive manner without the user having three choices of files and
two executables potentially to open. Relabeling and reorganizing the files so that they are
hierarchical and step-driven would help.
Response: We have moved Appendix L (Project Installation Instructions) to Appendix A. We
have included a reference in the Executive Summary to the installation instructions. We have
modified the installation program so that a single executable installs the three tools required for
the applications. We have rewritten and simplified the installation instruction. The instructions
were modify to include a tabulation that will help users locate data files and application in the
directories.
Specific Comments
Scope of Work Task 2. “The first data collection activity is to copy the PWS Microsoft Access
database and create a new database containing only records related to wells located in GMA-8”.
1) Comment: The draft final report (Chapter 2, Section 2.2, page 2-3) indicates the TCEQ PWS
database is current as of October, 2010. It seems that the database provided to TWDB is current
as of June 2009, please ensure the database provided to the TWDB is updated to the October
2010 version to be current with the TCEQ PWS database.
Response: The database used for the draft report database provided to us by TCEQ in October
2010. Our inspection of the database (after receiving the draft comments) confirms that the
database may not have been current as of October 2010. In June 2012 we worked with the
TCEQ to obtain an updated version of the TCEQ PWS database in June 2012 and are submitting
the June -2012 database as part of the final deliverables. We checked the June 2012 database and
have confirmed that it appears to be updated through June 2012.
2) Comment: TCEQ provides its PWS database as MS Access 2003. It is unclear if the TWDB
will be able to use future copies of this database since we no longer use that version and
currently we use MS Access 2007
Response. The TCEQ provided INTERA with its PWS database as a MS Access 2003
database. The PWS database can be uploaded into a MS Access version that is 2003 or later than
2003. Thus, the PWS database can be read by using MS Access 2007.
Scope of Work Task 2. “For PWS wells that do not contain a driller’s log in the file, we will
search the TCEQ well inventory to locate the appropriate log”.
N-1

3) Comment: The draft final report is not clear if this task was performed. The most recent data
for lithology added to the table tblPwsGeology is June 2009.
Response. This task was performed but was not documented in the draft report. For
approximately 200 PWS wells that did not have driller logs, INTERA obtained scanned images
of the drillers logs. These scanned images were omitted from the draft deliverable. We have
modified Section 2.3.1 to indicate that 200 scanned images of the driller’s log were obtained
outside of the PWS hard copy files.
4) Comment: We were unable to find this deliverable. INTERA should provide this file as part
of the deliverable.
Response. This deliverable was inadvertently omitted from the draft deliverable. INTERA
located and included in the final deliverable approximately 200 scanned images of the driller
logs (see response above) that are not associated with TCEQ PWS files. The final deliverable
included these scanned images. The master table and appropriate shape files were updated to
reflect the inclusion of these 200 images. Out of these 200 driller logs, approximately half of
these wells did not have lithology information included in the TCEQ database. For these 100
wells, INTERA entered the lithology from the driller’s logs into the TCEQ database.
Scope of Work Task 3. “Visualize the numerical grid and aquifer properties of any groundwater
availability model for major and minor aquifers in GMA-8”.
5) Comment: The draft final report is not clear where this task results are located, please
identify where this item is located in the draft report.
Response. The draft report discusses the visualization of the numerical grid in Section 4.1.5.3
“Generate Charts for Model Layers”. Figure 4-12 shows a plot of the model layers. Appendix N
in the draft report provides the structure of the model file layer used to plot the model layers. In
the final report, we have lengthen Section 4.1.5.3 and include a reference to Appendix N.
6) Comment: The draft final report is not clear if this task was performed. Please provide
tables or shape files with this information in the deliverables with the final report.
Response. This task was performed and documented. See response to Comment 5.
Scope of Work Task 3. “If more than 50 geophysical logs meet our initial selection criteria, we
will prioritize the wells based on additional criteria developed by the Intera Team in conjunction
with the TWDB. The 50 logs that best meet these additional criteria will then be digitized”.
7) Comment: The actual number of LAS files provided to the TWDB conflicts with the scope
of work and what was delivered with the draft final report based on: the LAS.shp file contains
32 records; the folder TWDBGMA8\software\TCEQ Database Tool\config\las_files contains
20 LAS files. Please clarify how many logs met INTERA’s initial selection criteria.
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Response. The draft deliverable contains only 32 LAS file. The final deliverable contains
50 LAS files. Over 50 geophysical logs meet our criteria. The 50 PWS wells files are provided
in the LAS.shp file and the files in the folder: TWDBGMA8\software\TCEQ Database
Tool\config\las_files
Scope of Work Task 4: The tools developed as part of this task were meant to interact with the
missing geodatabase identified in Task 3. We were unable to verify whether the tools would
work with a geodatabase.
8) Comment: The tools, as designed, only work with flat files. They are cumbersome to use.
More importantly the "Well Information" and "TCEQ PWS Wells" tools duplicate existing
ArcGIS functionality created in the Task 3 deliverable.
Response: The development and use of flat filesfor the project was discussed with the TWDB
Project Manager David Wuerch between February and June 2011. During that time,
INTERAand TWDB agreed to a Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) for creating and formating
the flat files and for the directory structure that would contain the flat files. INTERA and TWDB
also discussed that the tools would interface with these flat files. While the tools were being
developed in early 2011, TWDB did not express any concerns with our modification to the
approach in the proposal. We understand the desire for TWDB to have a geobasedata for the
project, so we have provided a geodatabase as part of the final delierable. The database
contains all of the tabulated drawdown information in the flat files and contains the directory
path to the PDF files. However, the Aquifer Test Tool still obtains the aquifer test data from
the flat files.
Scope of Work Task 4: “Tool Development and Application”.
9) Comment: (Chapter 2, Section 2.3.4, page 2-5) Naming the Gamma Ray and GammaGamma Logs GAM tools could be of confused with the TWDB GAM product, if it is possible to
change this, maybe GMM would be a better name.
Response: The changed the acronym for the Gamma ray and Gamma-Gamma Logs from
“GAM” to “GMM.”
10) Comment: The draft final report (Chapter 2, Section 2.4.1, page 2-6) indicates that the
pumping test data were converted to information (INF) and aquifer test data (ATD) files.
Appendix J describes the format for INF files. The final report would be improved if a section
were appended that describes how TWDB staff could create these two files if future pumping
test data were obtained in the project area.
Response: To create these files, a user follows needs to create the files using a text editor (such
as Microsoft Notepad) based on the formats in Appendix L for the INF files (see Tables L-1, L2, and L-3) and on the format in Section 2.4.1 for the ADT files, to locate the file in an
appropriate named directory (see Figure A-1), and update the Master File (aka Table 3-1).
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11) Comment: on Table 2-3 (Chapter 2, Section 2.4.3, page 2-9) and Table 3-1 (Chapter 3,
Section 3-3, page 3-3) please include a footnote to explain the acronyms in the header rows.
Response: The appropriate footnotes have been included.
12) Comment: The Scope of Work indicated that two tools (AQTESOLV Export Tool and the
Cooper-Jacob Straight-line Analysis Tool) would be developed and values of transmissivity and
hydraulic conductivity would be determined. The scope of work indicates “Included as part of
the CJSL tool will be an analysis of whether well borehole storage effects are a problem”. It is
not clear if what was delivered meets the requirements in the scope of work. One tool was
developed to create water level and drawdown charts. A discussion of the slope of the regression
line is provided on page 4-15 of the draft report, but the tool does not determine values of
transmissivity and hydraulic conductivity.
Response: The draft delivery did not meet the all of the requirements discussed above. For the
final deliverable, the Aquifer Drawdown Tool has been modified to calculate transmissivity from
the slope of the regression line and to check if well borehole storage effects were a problem. The
final report has been modified (see Section 4.2.3) to discuss both of these options. Despite
having this capability, the final deliverables do not contain any transmissivity values calculated
from the data except for the value shown in Figure 4-23. No transmissivity values were
calculated because during a meeting with TWDB staff on 10 January 2011, TWDB and
INTERA agreed not to provide any calculated transmissivity values because the aquifer data had
not been properly checked by TWDB staff. (Also, as part of this meeting, it was also agreed to
have the work “DRAFT” appear on all charts of drawdown information).
13) Comment: It is unclear what the technical reason was for having the aquifer test data placed
in two different subfolders. The folders are: TWDBGMA8\data\Aquifer Test Data;
TWDBGMA8\software\Aquifer Test Data Tool.
Response: The final deliverable includes the aquifer test data only in folder
TWDBGMA8\software\Aquifer Test Data Tool.
14) Comment: The chart created for LAS files could be improved with a standard resistivity
scale based on the original geophysical log (for example, 0-20 or 0-200 ohm-meters). The scale
on the LAS chart appears to be based on the data range of the raw data.
Response: No changes were made to the scale on the LAS chart has been made. The LAS chart
scale was intentionally set to be based on the range of the raw data.
15) Comment: The chart created for LAS files could be improved with the SP data displayed in
a separate track, as it appears on a geophysical well log, with a scale and label consistent with the
display. The scale provided appears to be based on the data range on the raw data.
Response: Comment 15 is a repeat of Comment 14. Please see response to Comment 14.
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16) Comment: The “Well Information” and “Highlight Wells with Specified Document” forms
displayed in GIS could be improved if they behaved in the same way as ESRI’s Identify or
Measure forms. The present design allows the forms to disappear behind the ArcMap display if
other tools are selected.
Response: We agree both forms disappear behind the ArcMap display if other tools are
selected. We agree that there are advantages for the situation where the forms to remain in the
front of the ArcMap display. However, the software was designed to move to the back after
other tools are selected in order to clear the space for viewing documents and other information.
We have kept the current design and have amended the report to inform the user that the two
forms moves behind the ArcMap display if other tools are selected.
17) Comment: Selecting the tool “Display TCEQ PWS Well Information” causes the ESRI
ArcMap software to crash. The Wells.mxd project, provided with the deliverables, was used for
testing and the tools were loaded per instructions provided in the Final Draft Report Appendices
K and L.
Response: We agree that there was a problem with the draft deliverable. This problem has been
fixed.
18) Comment: The final report would be improved if the names of the two tools
(DrawDownCharts.exe; StrataMapper.exe) were added to the appropriate sections of text.
Response: We have incorporated the name of the tools into the appropriate section of the report.
For help simplify the learning of the system, we have renamed the “DrawDownCharts.exe” to
the “Aquifer Test Tool.exe” and have renamed “StrataMapper.exe” to TCEQ Database Tool.exe.
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